**Ilwu Man Stops $4,000 Fleece**

Neighbors Seize Fleece After Victim Is Warned

BY EDDIE UEIMORI

Only fast thinking by Timoteo Battad, ILWU representative in Hilo, and by Maui police. It began, says Abaya, when two of the three came to his car at the Cross and Ewa Street intersection, carrying a bag filled with money that had been taken by a hitch-hiker.

"This is not a taxi," they told the man by the road, but after the hitch-hiker had given a sad story, Abaya says he felt symp.

**Waipahu GI Refuses To Shoot; Can't See C. O., Sent To Front**

"I guess I wrote you I protested my firing a weapon against someone. When it didn't mean a damn thing because today I am at the front line," wrote a Waipahu GI from Korea April 19, to Custer Ogawa, business agent for the ILWU Sugar Workers on Oahu.

The GI, in his previous letter to Ogawa (RECORD, April 10) wrote, as he approached the Silla Parallel, that "I turned as hell don't want to shoot to kill. He had seen a post commander while moving up front and told him that he did not believe foreign troops should meddle in Korean affairs. In closing his letter he said he had an appointment to see his company commander and he was going to tell him the GI refuses to shoot at North Korean and Chinese troops.

"Would Look Like Cowboy," said a recent letter the Waipahu AJA GI reported he "was left alone one day and came very close to being killed at least three times or more." And he added, "Looks like they gave me the run-around back there... I went to see the...

**Mitose Talks Reform, Promises Refunds**

James A. Mitose, who used to call himself "professor," told the RECORD this week he wants to start life all over again—with or without any further attempts at "practice" medicine.

"Toward that end," he says, he is asking various organizations to which he has donated to return the money so he can refund it to his former patients who feel

**T. H. Income Up, Shoemaker Says; Warns Spenders**

BY EDWARD ROHRBROUGH

This year in Hawaii has pulled Hawaii's income up by $85,000,000, but already the Bank of Hawaii's expert economist, Vice President James H. Shoemaker, is looking for tough times in the future, spending is tending down. That was the chief conclusion to be drawn from Shoemaker's annual report on Hawaii's economy issued this week in booklet form at a press conference held at the bank.

A year ago the problem was different. Mr. Shoemaker reported then that it was of prime importance for the Territory to attract more Mainland dollars, secure jobs for the unemployed and correct the situation which had the Territory spending $87,000,000 a month. The（more on page 7）

**Long Made 10th Gov.; Seeks Harmony In T.H.**

Oren E. Long, who came from Kansas to teach school in Hawaii and who remained to serve as head of the Department of Public Instruction and as secretary of the Territory of Hawaii, was sworn in Tuesday to the Territory's high office—that of Governor of Hawaii.

After announcing a stand against both blind prejudice and communism, in his inaugural address, Long pledged himself to cooperation with the（more on page 7）

**Health Inspector Can't Stomach Deal; Quits**

George Robertson, supervising inspector with the Division of Sanitation in the Territorial Board of Health since 1945, has resigned because, as he told the RECORD, he can't stomach the situation in the Department of Health.

B. J. McMorrow, director of the Division of Sanitation, is presently absent on the Mainland, and a letter of resignation is addressed to him, if he cannot be reached until his return, subordinates said.

Although Mr. Robertson would not elaborate on his action, he did say he had now changed his mind about an earlier intention to make Hawaii his home. Now he intends to sell his house and return with his family to the Mainland.

**Sumida, Other Inmates Tap Prison Phone, Call Outside**

Alex Sumida, big-time fleecer now serving time in Oahu Prison and a few other inmates, including a "pet" of the prison authorities, tapped a telephone and called friends, associates and others all over the islands, several months ago, the RECORD learned this week.

Prison authorities discovered that inmates were tapping the phone when an unusually large toll charge for long distance and overseas calls was noted. Keen a bill from the telephone company, prison officials said.

Report has Sumida carried on phone conversations with parties in Japan who were checking in the MAKAI and round to be rumors.

Alerted by the big telephone bill, the prison authority began checking the inmates. Technicians for the phone tap

**Launiki Strikers To Get 2,000 Lbs. Rice From Marine Cooks & Steward Union**

Calling on the Hawaiian Pineapple Co., "willing with heavy pummels," to "cut off the double talk and get to brass tacks and start negotiating a contract" with the ILWU strikers on Ta-

nai, the Marine Cooks and Stewards Convention meeting in San Francisco last week, voted unanimously to send 2,000 pounds of rice to aid the strikers.

Informal decree was the President Tako Fukuichi of ILWU
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George Robertson, supervising inspector with the Division of Sanitation in the Territorial Board of Health since 1943, has resigned because, as he told the RECORD, he can't stomach the situation in the Department of Health.

B. J. McMorrow, director of the Division of Sanitation, is presently absent on the Mainland, and a letter of resignation is addressed to him, if he cannot be reached until his return, subordinates said.

Although Mr. Robertson would not elaborate on his action, he did say he had now changed his mind about an earlier intention to make Hawaii his home. Now he intends to sell his house and return with his family to the Mainland.
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"Toward that end," he says, he is asking various organizations to which he has donated to return the money so he can refund it to his former patients who feel

NOT PRAYING, but preparing to fight, Mitose shows another of the four kenpo poses. Following the protests of his outraged patients in Maui, Mitose says he is going to give up medicine and stick to teaching kenpo, a form of self-defense.
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Truman-MacArthur: Hurl Blame At Each Other

The U. S. should go it “alone” in booming Chinese bases in Manchuria, using China’s Kai-shek’s forces against the new Chinese government on the mainland and blocking the Chinese coast, if the other UN nations would not go along with these ideas, General MacArthur told the Senate foreign affairs and armed services committees last week.

A TONGUE-OFFENED general testified Republicans accused the Democratic administration of “pursuing a war policy that would engulf the nation in a world war.” The administration this week answered MacArthur’s charges and statements as President Truman went on a national radio hookup with Secretary of Defense Gen. James A. Marshall told the Senate committees that MacArthur’s proposals regarding stepped up warfare against China and had been turned down by Marshall and the President when they were brought up by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Marshall said, in answering MacArthur’s statement on bombing of Manchuria, that he and the President had only urged respect for the neutral powers in the UN for “hot pursuit” of Chinese aircraft in Manchuria. Secretary Marshall said that the 13 allied nations urged this last week, but the 13 nations turned down the U. S. request.

THE SECRETARY as well as the President, this week said that MacArthur’s proposals would lead to World War III. Marshall told the Senate committee he doubted that carrying the war to China as recommended by MacArthur “would bring the conflict to a victorious end.” He said he had his ideas of preventing the war in Korea from resulting in a stalemate but did not discuss it further. U. S. forces would not withdraw from Korea, he told the Senators.

While in controversy over MacArthur’s dismissal remained big news, top military authorities became jittery over the demands by congressmen to have certain classified documents released.

Senior Styles Bridges (R., N. H.) of the influential Senate committee, wanted six documents, one of them being a “copy of war plans relating to Korea as approved by the joint chiefs of staff prior to the outbreak of hostilities on June 25, 1950.” Gen. Omar Bradley, head of the joint chiefs of staff, turned down the request.

The Republicans were trying to impose the administration for its responsibility in the Korean war, although GOP leaders and Democratic leaders of the bipartisan foreign policy panel agreed on overall strategy. The differences were on the matter of tactics.

THE PRESENT go-around in the Senate which MacArthur said would bring forth material results of a presidential campaign, focused world attention on the U. S. by showing the drive for all-out war by forces in the country.

The nationwide peace sentiment, which has been suppressed by the administration was last week mentioned by President Truman’s backers on the Senate floor as a weapon to answer MacArthur. Senator Brian McMahon (R., Conn.) made it clear that there was a lack of peace sentiment in the U. S. as found in other countries, and said: “WE’RE JUST going in less over the entire question of how sentiment for peace can be built up in the country.”

The Senator had invited representatives of major peace groups to a private dinner that evening at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel in New York.

McMahon later asked a resolution calling for an end to the world monopoly, race and slavery and a huge rehabilitation fund to be administered through the UN and including the USSR. An anti-communist resolution was introduced, McMahon and a number of other leaders, including Dewey Anderson of the Public Affairs Associates, held a committee of 1,000 civic leaders to work for world peace. But the Korean war had begun and the program lapsed. The Public Affairs Associates had granted the needs of adequate arming but last week it was pressing on a stalemated scale for a peace budget that would prevent war.

MacArthur Policy: Bootup Of Laborers Continues

Under General MacArthur Japanese police and U. S. troops were used to break strikes and suppress labor demonstrations in Japan. Under MacArthur, the U. S. occupation banned political rallies in the imperial palace plan.

WHEN THE anti-labor measures were voted without workers from bringing union pressure to bear to achieve better living standards, the occupation authorities and the Japanese government said the various bans on labor activities were aimed at Communists and left wing labor workers.

Last week, eight-wing laborers found that 37 of MacArthur’s war crimes were pointed at them also, that is, if they wereed from the policies laid down by the occupation and the Yoshida government.


The right-wing demonstrators were showing opposition to the plans for a separate peace treaty, Japanese tycoon, armament and maintenance of American troops in Japan. Among those arrested were Committee of 50, a group headed by a student leader.

Hi-lights of the Week

United Press reported that the highest court threw a legal bombshell into the government’s loyalty check program. The Federated Press reports that the “keynote of the government’s re-called loyalty purge system was upset.” Justice Tom Clark, which has been a test system of political hysteria and prejudice which today pervades every sector of American life.

Said Dr. John A. Kingsbury, chairman of the National Council of American-Soviet Friendship: “The court had its first great step toward upholding the constitutional rights of American organizations working for democracy at home and peace in international relations.

SAY THE International Workers’ Order hit back against the list by announcing that they would not bow down to the list, which exacted the loyalty of their being placed on the “suspect” list.

[The rest of the document is not transcribed.]
Political Sidelights

SENIOR WILFRED TSUKIYAMA, getting his hair cut at Mauneko's, is reported to have said that one of his personal secrets is that he never raises his rate by $1.00. "I believe that the higher rate is for shops over nearer Fort St., which cater to "the well dressed," and I am just a barber," he pointed out. He knew him business well enough to keep his clients happy. 

NO NEW non-partisan connamination has been produced by local politics that of Auditor George H. O'Neil or John H. Wilson, who have committed their activities in the way of Jimmy Oliver's collecting more money from city contracts. Jimmy has no single complaint that he has not completed his contracts. That's the kind of non-partisanship that's good for the taxpayers. 

WHILE ED Toner and Charles Koopman were in Washing, seeking the secrecy of Hawaii (each for himself, of course) something must have happened to the time they returned, a distinct "cowboy." Toner, if I am now accusing the other of placing a political knife in his back? Could I guess who? 

DAVID VAN GELSON, former candidate for the head of the Refrigeration Department, is currently at the Fitchburg, Mass., Base, is shocked to hear that he had been accused of discriminating against Filipinos in employment.

"The work is very specialized," says Van Gelson, "and I am certain that many men I use are those who've had experience in the field. It was an accident of the war which caused me to turn down a Filipino engineer only yesterday. After my talk with him, I have now decided to employ Filipinos in the future."

The misunderstanding arose, according to a Filipino who didn't know Van Gelson personally, asked a friend to verify the report. "He told me, "the ex-sea captain's "wanting Filipinos.""

"I'm not sure I believe you," said Van Gelson, "when we get back, I will get the equipment and start hiring more." 

CONTRACTIONS being circulated by a few disgruntled Democrats, the presidential dinner for Gov. Cren E. Long, given Thursday night at Tae Yee Olaa, has at least the semi-official sanction of the Democratic Party. The committee is the same which functioned in the Jefferson Jackson Day dinner and some, at least who were not on the committee, do the work that was done in the other dinners. A very low turn-out is feared for the next one, which is to be held in the same manner as the last one.

WILLIE WATSON is not reported to have returned his 1951 primary and general declarations. He has never been seen again since he left the party and says he will not do so until a great event such as the death of someone in the legislature. "truthfully," report their cîclication expeditiously. The specific situation re-named son, William Hill and Reps. Manuel O. Paishol and John T. Young.

This week Czorzer again asked money from Walter Ackerman, what the latter was going to do about his negligence in filing a report. Ackerman, Czorzer said, talked away the story and claimed all this came under the responsibility of the secretary of Housing and Public Welfare.

DEMOCRATS voted solidly against the motion to accept the findings of the House last week, with the exception of Rep. Soothe G. Noda, who voted for the amendment. It was in the session and in previous session they were all against the republican popular votes in the "yes" and "no" columns.

THE PREVIOUS version of the bill rammed through the special session during the waterfront strike was unconstitutional or recognized as being so by the local attorney general's office. The new version gives the blessing of the employers and Rep. Paul R. Diaz, chairman of the waterfront interests, took the floor and spoke for the bill.

STARR EVEN voted for the waterfront strike even though he should not have cast his vote.

DURING AIRPLANE the government would take over the waterfront industry and turn over control to the workers. Starr and his Big Five executives have strong influence over the legislation, and the bill was handled in the Island Palace chambers through the help of a man who has been on the big dollar and cents measures.

REP. MANUEL HENRIQUES convinced the House that "a bill that throws the full weight of government on the back of the employers, against the working men of the Territory." He also added that if a policy bill, as we are legislature, is in the, feet, approving discrimination against Hawaiian workers in any field except the field of labor, we would be throwing our full weight against any discrimination. We would fight discrimination against Hawaiians as second-class citizens, he added, "full assistance and approval!"

DEMOCRATS were the House who voted against the dock seizure bill were Reps. Frank DeTeresa, William N. H. Alapio, Val S. Henriquez, Minutaki Kido, Kanoe Kishimoto, William W. Y. Leon, Earl A. Nielsen and Clarence K. Seong. Nielsen in fighting the bill, maneuvered to send it to the judiciary committee but this failed.

WITH THE 1951 legislative session about over, the tax-exempt status of the State House spent its session appropriation during the 1949-50 session was increased. Appropriations and records have disappeared mysteriously and Rep. E. Percy Lord, the Legislator who has not produced them. No precaution has been taken to safeguard the records, and the same thing will not happen again.

REP. TOMMY SAKAIHARA, says one who's been there, obtains plenty of his clients. The man who knows him well is always Black and White sketch which he seems able to produce almost by the product, by the which is

Maritime Unions On W. Coast In Contract Talks With Employers

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -Negotiations are under way between the Pacific Maritime Association and two of the five major marine unions whose jurisdiction is the port. No date was set for the talks with the National Union of Marine Cooks and Stewards (UNMSC), which is demanding the establishment of a pension system. The International Longshoremen's & Warehousemen's Union is asking for a 15-hour workday, an increased employer contribution to the welfare fund and a pension program. The Seafarer's Union of America, Watertenders & Wipers is demanding a 15 per cent raise and a $550 minimum wage.

The American Radio Association (CIO) wants $55 to $60 a week. The National Maritime Council (Seattle office) is urging the government to bring them to a parity wage level. The NLRC has declared that it will ask the appellate court for an injunction against the strike as a violation of the Taft-Hartley Act.

New Headquarters for Rutledge-Led Unions

Four AFL and one independent union, all led by Arthur A. Rutledge, are preparing their headquarters to the former Club Blue Lei on Kakaako Road.

The unions have signed a lease in the Kapiolani Bowl building for five years. The new headquarters will be used for the New Parks and Recreation Department in the parks for Maui, if and when the legislature approves the plans for Maui. A.A. members would move to the new facility and that they are fairly represented in the setup. When it becomes a reality, the new headquarters could be used by the public as a community center, for the use of the public in their labor, the RECORO learned from a reliable source.

LOCAL LOYALTY OATH

Last week the U.S. Supreme Court upset a key stone of the loyalty oath program. The so-called "subversive" listing of the attorney general was called "arbitrary" and illegal. In a 5-3 decision it ordered all persons to fill out the forms which had challenged their designation as "subversive."

Two justices, Hugo Black and Robert Jackson, stated that the whole loyalty oath setup was "unconstitutional."

Last week in the Territorial House of Representatives, by a vote of 28-2, members passed the loyalty oath bill. House Bill 108 would deny individuals jobs on "reasonable doubt" and if a person is accused, he cannot face his accuser to clear himself of the allegations. Once an individual's loyalty becomes suspect on "reasonable doubt," he can be denied employment wherever government funds are used. This is far-reaching and takes in much more than mere government workers.

While the supreme court's decision was not a serious count on the attorney general's arbitrary listing of organizations as "subversive," the Territorial loyalty bill accepts the attorney general's list and makes association with organizations listed by the attorney general grounds for "reasonable doubt" of loyalty.

Certain Democrats in the House who have spoken up for civil liberties in the past, this time under pressure, spoke in favor of the loyalty oath which denies due process of law which, as Rep. O. Victor K. Liaw has put it, is very poor and is the stocks and shares of Anglo-Saxon law. Rep. Manuel Henriquez condemned the bill which he said would take our legal processes back to the Dark Ages and the Inquisition. These two were not whipped into line by the bill, and in fact voted against the loyalty oath bill. Last week, also, in Pennsylvania, three university presidents, including the Republican leader, Harold Stassen, spoke up against the loyalty oath bill.

This shows that conformity is not the rule, even in this period of national hysteria. The Supreme Court decision shows this most clearly.

When the hysteria has been swept away, the position taken by Stassen in Pennsylvania, and Espen and Henriquez in Hawaii will prove to be sober and in consonance with the precepts of the Constitution.

Legislators Under Pressure to Pay 50c Per Day in 1949; No Money Voted Yet

The legislature passed Act 148 during the 1944 session to increase the maximum pay for legislators to 50 cents a day but it failed to accommodate the money; inmates are still working under the old schedule of 25 cents maximum.

The legislature this year again made no additional appropriation for the prison and Act 148 still cannot be implemented. We do not know at present in summarizing the inmates' pay with their earnings from articles produced by them," William P. Morris, deputy warden, said.

Inmates at Kulani Prison camp on the Big Island now receive money twice a month for their labor, the RECORO learned from a reliable source.

They have been told in the past by prison authorities that they would get up to 50 cents a day when the legislature appropriates the money. Empty promises have not contributed to morale, according to sources. It is said that prisoniers recall that the dollars wrote of them as "express happiness when Act 148 was passed by the legislature and signed by the governor.

Inmates who work on the sugar fields and sugar mills wear clothing and food and dirty blankets which have been cleaned for at least the past few years. All the complaints are in the minutes of the prison court which were tabled, and prisoners are hoping conditions will be improved.
Gadabout

Hotel Owner Wants NLRB Policy To Be Changed In Territory

A Honolulu hotel owner asks the National Labor Relations Board to change its policies over hotels in general and in the territory, in effect requested the NLRB to reconsider the order it has followed for the past 10 years.

The request came during a hearing before Arnold Will, official of the local NLRB, last week. The Hotel and Restaurant Workers Organization of Hawaii was represented by its recognition as bargaining agent for employees at the Edgewater Hotel, Willard Collettes and the Island Hotel and Apartments, both owned by Mr. Kelley.

The hotel owner did not present a case, merely argued that the point since the NLRB does not have jurisdiction over hotels in the 50 states, it should do nothing about hotels in Hawaii and the District of Columbia.

Local Reader, following the record's two stories about Big Nef and his fight with McColl, says a certain hotel said the present policy and be treated like the states.

H. K. Kimball, president of the Hawaii Hotel Association, said a Hawaii Employers Council representative advised the association to ask the NLRB to change the present policy and be treated like the states.

The Employers Council in giving the advice, is bringing up ways to stave off the NLRB office here in the matter of union recognition. After all, we are not likely to change its policy short of the Territory becoming a state.

In my opinion, Mr. Davis’ attitude of ‘What’s All the Shouting About?’ is not in keeping with the importance of an opinion that may be given, in this sense, from the NLRB office here in the matter of union recognition. After all, we are not likely to change its policy short of the Territory becoming a state.

A. A. L. M. Reader, following the record’s two stories about Big Nef and his fight with McColl, says a certain hotel said the present policy and be treated like the states.

WHAT YOUDKID can’t understand, nor Big Nef for that matter, is the comment of many hotel employees on the civil service cards of other men who were sent back as clerks. This is because, after the fight between McColl and White, the boss followed the fight between McColl and White.

In spite of their “uninstructed” status, they have been considered eligible for any federal civil service job. The government of them all, have decided it was just a face saving device. the army.

SEVERAL KANOHE construction, its long cooperation with the government, United States armed forces, the vivacity of the community, the army.
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LEGION HONORS FRANCO—Gen. Francisco Franco, Spanish dictator, received Medal of Merit from American Legion official Herman Ludin at Miami Beach yesterday. The presentation came as a wave of strikes hit Spain in renewed upsurge of militancy by long-suppressed workers. (Federated Press)

WHO'S WHO IN BIG BUSINESS AND GOVT

(By FEDERATED PRESS)

NEW YORK CITY—The director of every single vital section at the U.S. government in charge of domestic mobilization and foreign policy is linked with big business and wall street, an analysis by the Research Association shows.

The backgrounds of 32 of these men, including the secretary of the navy, defense and air force, as well as Defense Mobilizer Charles W. Wilson, are given in the May issue of U.S.A.'s Economic Notes. The United Labor Policy Committee's charge that "big business and Wall street bankers are controlling the government" is abundantly proved by the setup itself," Economic Notes said. Its list of big businessmen in government jobs includes:

Charles F. Wilson, formerly president of General Electric Co. and chairman of General Motors Corp., a Morgan man. He has powers greater than any official except the President himself.

Secretary of the Navy: Francis P. Matthews, board chairman of Security Acceptance Corp., Omaha, former director, Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.; director of Central National Insurance Co. of Chicago.


Director of Reconstruction Finance Corp.: W. Stuart Symington, former partner in Brown Brothers firm, Rutland Coal & Steel Co. and president and chairman of United Electric Mfg Co.

Secretary of Commerce: Charles Sawyer, corporation lawyer of Cincinnati, Ohio, and partner in Taft, Hudson & Co., director of National Ohio Land Co. and president, Ohio Northern Investment Co.


Assistant to Wilson: Gen. Lucius Clay. Although Clay resigned from his post as assistant chief of the War Department, he will still act as a consultant. Clay is also a director of the Pocono Power Corp. of New York, the largest power company in the U.S., which has large holdings in African mines as well as in Phelps-Dodge Copper Co. and Anaconda Copper Co.

Public Relations Adviser to Wilson: W. Howard Harford, public relations director of General Foods Corp.


Chairman of Musicians Board: William J. Van Exen, vice president of Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., and former chairman of New York Board of Trade.

Vice Chairman of Musicians Board: Cornelius W. Middlecott, director of Babcock & Wilcox Co., one of the largest metal manufacturers closely linked to GE, U.S. Steel and Republic Steel.


Assistant Secretary for State for Foreign Affairs: George W.Putman, vice president of Babcock & Wilcox Co., chemical company related to German firm of same name; former director of City Bank Farmers Trust Co., leading Wall Street bank.

U.S. High Commissioner for Germany: John J. McCloy, former attorney for Chase National Bank and Rockefeller interests and a director of Union Pacific. His assistant high commissioner is Sermon J. Butters, a lawyer in Kuhn Loeb & Co.

SMART PUBLICITY

Trans-Pacific Airlines, Ltd., did clever advertising this weekend when it said in newspaper ads that 40,000 people travelled by family car plan introduced by TWA Aloha Airlines. The ads said news stories did not mention Hawaiian Airlines at all, with the news release coming out Apr.

This week several newspaper readers got the impression that TWA itself, carried 40,000 passengers during the past 12 months. The Valley Isle Chronicle May 7 ran a headline that, "40,000 Trans Pacific Family Plan On Aloha Line." This was about 12 months ago, and after the half-year family plan, according to TWA.

Some newspaper readers got the impression that TWA itself, carried 40,000 passengers during the past 12 months. The Valley Isle Chronicle May 7 ran a headline that, "40,000 Trans Pacific Family Plan On Aloha Line." This was about 12 months ago, and after the half-year family plan, according to TWA.

Other newspaper readers got the impression that TWA itself, carried 40,000 passengers during the past 12 months. The Valley Isle Chronicle May 7 ran a headline that, "40,000 Trans Pacific Family Plan On Aloha Line." This was about 12 months ago, and after the half-year family plan, according to TWA.

The 40,000 was the total figure for both TWA and Hawaiian Airlines family fare passengers. The Hawaiian Airlines this week said it carried 1,000 of the 40,000 passengers.

Tokyo WHEAT FOR INDIAN Famine

Tokyo wheat is received at Indian embassy in Washington by Ambassador Mere. Faut from wheat grower George Wright, who said he hoped it was merely the beginning of American relief to Indian famine sufferers, shown below. (Federated Press)

Kimura, Yamaguchi Out Of Kodokwan After Turning Pro

By WILFRED OKA

More than a year ago, before they left Japan to follow the lure of the Yankee Dollar to Hawaii, Kenji Kimura and Yasuo Yamaguchi were well known as one of the finest judo wrestlers in the world, and Tosho Yamaguchi, who didn't rate far behind him, were both officially "unrecognized" by the Kodokwan, the official judo organization of Japan.

Also "unrecognized" were a number of other judo experts in Japan, who, in imitation of American professional wrestling practice, set up tours and went around the country taking on all comers for high money prizes which were advertised extensively. Those "unrecognized" cannot win high degrees or advance their judo standing.

These things the RECORD writer found out when he attended the recent matches as Kimura and Yamaguchi turned professional in order to escape the amateurism of the sport in which they won their reputation. Kimura met with much resistance against American professionals who are known better as their "true wrestling skill.

Matsuo Promotion

Imported, like many other Japanese theatrical attractions, by the Matsuo brothers, Fred and Tom, the two "unrecognized" experts first successfully fished for a "legitimate" competition, then entered "competition" with the "true wrestlers" as the publics of the sport who have SEEMED tougher.

The "unrecognized" following the organization in Japan of a group which toured for money in performances contrary to the ethics of the Kodokwan—which

claims judo as its heritage. According to Kodokwan's standards, competitors might receive medals and other trophies but no money.

The actual monetary extent to which Kimura and Yamaguchi have violated those standards is not known, but here is something of a mystery.

Fred Matsuo said Yemuku was in charge of the wrestlers and "if you want to discuss that you'd better discuss it with Yemuku.

But Yemuku, according to his receptionist at the Yemuku ChaI restaurant, of which he is part owner, is home suffering from an eye ailment and unwilling to be interviewed.

Wrestlers Won't Talk

Kimura and Yamaguchi, themselves, were very close-mouthed concerning their stipends, avoiding questions with as much ease as they avoid the efforts of Hawaii's black belt men to win $5,000 by throwing them.

However, some sources believe the two champions were induced to some extent by an agreement which provides their families in Japan with $175 a month, while they get travelling and living expenses and a modest amount of spending money.

Soorts fans are inclined to believe this arrangement, if it is that, pays them considerably less than a share commensurate to the house they have attracted in the Territory.

Kodokwan followers here have also often expressed contempt for the rapidity and frequency with which the "American jude" group awards its students black belt degrees. It is this group which has produced the two Japanese champions, and Kodokwan followers see the emotional promotional stunts surrounding their matches as another evidence of moral corruption of the sport.

But whatever the objections, no one denies that Kimura and Yamaguchi are true champions in one respect, whether their titles are recognized or not. No one denies that they can lick anyone in the Territory with such ease that real matches are impossible.

FIGHT CANCER

[Image of a cancer awareness campaign with the text "FIGHT CANCER"]
SPORTS TID-BITS FROM HERE AND THERE

RICARDO BALDOS of St. Anthony High in Maui, will be the center of attention on Saturday, when Panama Bohays are held to be held this coming Saturday. Baldos is the young goalkeeper who has played consistently at well over six feet and will be a comer by the time he gets a little more season time. Incidentally, the Maui team ran all over the University track team in a dual meet held in Maui two weeks ago.

DANIAKSA, the uppper that is, is hauling a "marria age" with running a bar, managing a seafood firm, and playing a little politics. We don't know how soon is going to do it, but at the present time he is interested in getting a deputy sheriff's job with the aim and assurance of some candidates and politicians he supported in the last election. The word "popularity" isn't quite synonymous with "deputy sheriff."

AUGIE CURTIS has finally made the match that will bring Freddie Dawson and Frankie Fernandez together for a ten-round battle on May 22. Dawson, the logical challenger of champ Vic Williams, still to fight in the heavier weight classes. It is quite a number of the top-notch lightweight refuse to fight him.

DAWSON WANTED to fight either Kim or Fernandez last year on his way home from Australia but neither wanted him then. Fernandez's manager said that nothing must be done pretty fast to bring his rating up for national recognition and this try at Dawson may be the third battle in the present year.

This fight is getting considerable interest from the fans and going outdoors may be a good idea. However, there is the matter of rain and Curtis has been to be a bit like the weather. The wise boys predict a big house for Augie. The punching of both Dawson and Fernandez is seen as the box office pull.

FORD KONNO, who is expected to go to the National Outdoor Swim Championships, will rate a good chance to beat John Marshall in the longer races. The Outdoor Championships will be held in a 20-meter pool and if the performance of Marshall in Japan is a 20-meter pool last year shows anything, it is that he can be beaten in the longer races with a lot of pressure. Konno is the boy to give him just that.

WE UNDERSTAND Ernest Dammaker, prominent sports figure on Maui, has been convicted to go perhaps to the mainland. With his retirement goes another of the Sporting field that pioneered a lot of the recreational and physical education programs. Pop Pfadden, Judd Roberson, Ernest Dam- macker, Myron Isherwood, Ham Mountain, Larry Norrie, John Young and others have carried the Springfield program throughout the territory.

THE OLSON-MARSHALL FIGHT

Lloyd Marshall, once a great fighter, made a pallid bid in the first round in the heavier weight class, but Marshall's time was around to trip him up. When he took a hard left hook from the younger fighter, he just didn't have the recuperative power to get up before he was counted out.

The Civic was the scene of the action last Tuesday night. Marshall was a victim of being there a little too late, when most of his best shots were gone. Perhaps his recent trip to Europe was possibly his last flight at trying to collect insurance on his age and the probability is that he may have to retire before long.

Marshall's best round was the second, when he connected with a hard right on Olson's chin and Bobo, whom we have never seen on the canvas, took the south court on his knees. While it was a hard punch, Olson wasn't grassy-eyed and decided to play it safe. Olson carried the fight to Marshall thereafter. It was evident from the second round that Olson was the faster and the better boxer. But when the ships came in the fifth round, the legs that had carried Marshall to many a ring battle with the best, just couldn't get the veteran fighter up. Olson was scored with a KO in the fifth round.

In passing, we'd like to state that Olson's manager knew what he was doing when he signed the veteran Marshall and now we are beginning to understand a little better the adage that "you don't kill the goose that lays the golden eggs."

In the other ten-round which went only for another five, Henry Law, leatherweight turner-up, was too good for Prisco Torres, one of the best preliminary boys fighting on The Rock. Instead, certain of our Nicola-picking artists can sit all day, but he got tripped by a faster, more aggressive fighter in Law. Davis slowed down Torres in the third and fourth rounds and finally caught up with Olson, but the corner, with rights and lefts. Torres took the full count on his back.

In the first prelim, piddling Toki Tseng won over green Dalio Matias in the second round. In the prelims that followed, evidences of slowed-down reflexes made him look bad, even against a pretty amateurish Matias. In victory, Tengan looked very bad.

In the second prelim, Mass Goda won over Danny Hanakahi in a lightweight tangle and in the final prelim, Leo Tolentino won the nod over Robert Santos.

This was a Lau Ah Chew promotion.

YMCA in New China Seeks Christian Reform; Teaches Many Productive Skills

"Once liberation there has been no radical change in staff personnel although nearly a dozen new staff have been appointed to join the government. On the whole, relations with local government authorities have not been good. In a few cities where difficulties were encountered, the government and the YMCA are beginning, relations are definitely improving.

That is the manner in which Dr. Kiang Wai-chook, Assistant General Secretary of the China National YMCA, describes the attitude of the provincial government of China toward the organization, when function in all parts of China now, he reports. His article is contained in the April issue of the China Monthly Review, published in Shanghai.

People Generally Approve

Your points concerning the YMCA of the past have been made, Dr. Kiang says, by the new government of China and by the Communist Chinese Party. They are:

Many branches of the YMCA did in the past meet with the approval of the Chinese people.

So long as the YMCA participates actively in the task of building a new China free from corruption and demoralization, it will continue to have widespread support.

5. Insofar as the YMCA was an outgrowth of capitalist society, the YMCA was like the limitations and weaknesses. Hence, self-examination and self-criticism must be in order to be of greater service under the New Democracy.

4. since religion is officially regarded as a private matter, the religious aspect of the YMCA constitutes no hindrance to the YMCA in its effort to serve the Chinese people.

Religious education now, Dr. Kiang writes, is directed toward strengthening the religious life of the staff and the promotion of a Christian reform movement.

"No religious work among the members can be very effective," the YMCA's director Dr. Kiang says, "unless the workers themselves are actually living Christian lives."

In the fall of 1949 and in the spring of 1950, Kiang reports, a "Christian visioning team," consisting of YMCA Secretaries T. C. Tao, Y. T. Wu and Liu Liang- tsoo, covered an area consisting of Nan-hang, Chang-sha, Su-tung, Tsung-hsing, Tai-tung, Pe- king and Chia-nan, acting as a sort of liaison between churches and government authorities. As a result of this trip, 40 Christian towns were formed in the province.

Dr. Kiang concludes his article with the following: "The future of the Chinese YMCA lies in its preparation to take a clear, patriotic stand with the rest of the people and its ability to serve its needs.

The author is American-educated, having received an M.A. degree from the University of Pennsylvania in 1935 and a Ph.D, from Columbia University in 1947.

Policy At Brown Derby Changed: Maybe By HASP

From inside the Brown Derby came an order to be "V.C. T. Wus" "Light and Darkness."

"V.C. T. was a query regarding the organization, which was told by the author to be a "thoughtful, active" political body.

The author is American-educated, having received an M.A. degree from the University of Pennsylvania in 1935 and a Ph.D, from Columbia University in 1947.

LOOKING BACKWARD

瘠 (from page 9)

Lost and shipped to Honolulu. Miss Beach was left under guard.

Died From Fallo, "Came To Life Again"

Quizzed by the passengers, Dennis stoutly insisted that he was indeed Jesus Christ returned to earth. When the rumor capped off, Dennis was lowered down to the bar. Feeling the pain, but, "owing to his miraculous stature, he came to life again."

What became of the would-be Eves, the Advertiser does not say. Dennis, the returned Christ, disappeared as if seen as soon as he set foot ashore. But, said the Advertiser, the police were looking for him. And he shall be given a "quiet place" which means that "Jesus Christ" doublet was given a steerage ticket back to the Coast.

Against Loyalty Oaths

HARRISBURG, Pa., May 2 (AP) -- President Harold E. Stasson of the University of Pennsylvania, and three other university presidents testimony in favor of a proposed state loyalty oath bill at legislative hearings here.
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Buying of Autos, Homes Higher Than Ever; Shoemaker Says, "Slow Down"

202,000 more for goods from the mainland than for the same period last year, and for goods it sells there.

The importance of furniture is rising.

This week, Mr. Shoemaker found that we have, largely as a result of the high cost of living, imported 143,489 pieces of furniture, more than the same period last year.

Our outgo, in other words, still exceeds our income, and the differences continue.

In a single year, Hawaii's income rose by $510,000,000, and only something over $50,000,000 went to other than our own requirements, as previously reported.

But Mr. Shoemaker thinks one of the important elements is the increasing cost of electricity, comfortable, and for housing. If the tendency continues at its present rate, he says, we will be "living beyond our means.

Wailapu GI Refuses To Shoot; Can't See C.Q., Sent To Front

(from page 1)

The first sergeant for permission to see the company commander and every line of the story of his being busy now, but I'll tell you when he has time.

"So early in the morning we went on a hike and went through mountain and jungle. So you see I was in a spot and didn't know what to do. I stood there quiet a bit and refused to go on, so he shouted and I just had to go with them psychologically. I thought, "I can't go through that with them through battle till we are relieved," so I went to sleep.

From this, he concluded that the GI's were fighting for the, the GI wrote:

"They can't go through mountain and jungle without being shot by my buddies talk...I would say 100% of them are not fully conscious of what it means to be here and this ain't lie, he's a good GI, and when he got kicked out they were happy he was out.

"I'm happy the Hawaii Civil Rights Congress rally at Aala Park was a success and encouraged the people to continue with the agitation against the sugar union and the employers would be coming soon and he wished he were home to "help in my way."

"I hope to get out of (the war) without a scratch," the GI wrote, so although he was an enlistee, he said he expected it and wished he were home to "help in my way."

Before recent Southern Drive

"The one big reason I forget, "I'm going home to fight the war with my life to prove to them (buddies) and myself that I didn't fail, but after what I've been through I don't think I'm going to stay out of danger, I hope I wrote above explains why he was still at the front.

He wrote on April 19: "I gotta quit out for about 2 weeks more.

All this was before the most recent news of the Okinawa and the north Koreans and the Chinese troops.

Alex Sumida, Other Inmates Tap Prison Phone, Call Outside

(from page 1)

pers was Herbert Gomes, who was one of the most trusted inmates in the institution, and had the ability to control the communication system and the inmates' own room, unlike other tattlers.

Gomes enjoyed special privileges because he operated the switchboard and carried on conversations with the police under the guise of servicing the prisoners.

He was charged with stealing $126,000 from the United States Treasury and was sentenced to 30 years in prison.

Because of his special position, Gomes was able to get around the prison and to speak with the outside world. When he was caught, he was put in the mop and a basket was attached to his back, and he was taken to the prison laundry where he worked.

Long Made 10th Gov.; Seeks Harmony In T.H.

(from page 1)

Legislative and judicial branches of the government, asked a "give and take" from the Governor and Legislature, asked encouragement for the enactment of state laws. He spoke strongly in support of statehood.

Emphasizing the right against interference, he said, "The public and legislature and each of us in an individual capacity must change to maintain harmony in Hawaii."

Surprise Appearance

Later in the week, the new Governor made a surprise appearance at a joint session of the legislature, asked for harmony and cooperation in the matter of agreeing on a budget. There was no indication that the Governor was any more in a hurry to seek support than he was when he first took office.

Mr. Long's plea for harmony was carried out to the degree by his boss, Mayor Wally Tani, who called a "state of affairs" that prevailed at the Governor's inaugural banquet earlier.

Frank-Ly Speaking

This was the weekend before the great political rally for the Democratic party, and the speakers included such prominent figures as Mr. Sumida, who was one of the most popular speakers in the city.

On the bridge over the river, which was situated with orders to arrest any Nippon public officials who tried to leave the country, the emergency committee was established for white soldiers.

This policy was put into effect by arresting the committee of Abay. May 20 and 21, and made two crooks confess what they thought they had to say.

The third man, the hitchhiker who stayed nearby in the background, was taken and brought into the house.

The hitchhiker was one of the well-behaved fellows. The capture of the well-behaved hitchhiker, the RECORD has learned.

Ruskien Province in China, according to various tradition, has the "nicest tigers and the gentlest people in the world."
ANOTHER LEGAL LYNCHING
If fifteen million U. S. Negroes spoke against jihmorow in one voice, there would be no jihmorow. If fifteen million Negroes spoke against discrimination in unison, there would be no discrimination against Negroes and all other colored people in the U. S.
In a deep, resonating voice Paul Robeson hurled these challenges to fifteen million Negroes in the U. S., and in effect, to all Americans who are for equality, human decency and progress, in a speech to members of the National Union of Marine Cooks and Stewards meeting in San Francisco for their 1931 convention.
A few days after Robeson spoke, despite world-wide protest, Willie McGee, 37-year-old Negro farm laborer, was electrocuted in a rape frame-up at Laurel, Mississippi, in a most cold-blooded and inhuman manner.
It was not enough to frame up a Negro in Georgia; the whole South was on the warpath. The word of a mentally deranged white woman who was spirited away after the first trial and conviction of McGee six years ago. It was not Mississippi authorities to flout the countless protests from throughout the world.
In the final hours of McGee’s life, when President Truman would not grant a new trial and the U. S. Supreme Court denied the seventh stay of execution, Mississippi’s white supremacists hauled a portable electric chair into a courtroom, placed it on the judge’s stand and had witnesses in jury boxes to see him die.
This was legal lynching—jihmorow justice. The lynching spirit was there as well as the blood. In the rooms of the Negro’s spirit watching Nero’s pyres, the current burn out the life of McGee, husband and father of four children, in a courtroom.

In Kona They Tarred and Feathered “Jesus Christ”

Vigilante violence isn’t, on the whole, a Hawaiian custom. Certainly isn’t it a Kona custom. Yet lawless violence is that “conservative” people in Kona used 42 years ago, against one Dennis Gavin, alias Jesus Christ.

Kona is said to have a peculiar attraction for odd characters; and surely Dennis Gavin was among the odd characters. Among religious fanatics in California he had learned to “speak with tongues,” and then somehow, he had drifted to Honolulu and thence to Kona.

Miss Carlson Announced Herself As Eve

There he found and attached himself to two middle-aged women. One, a Miss Beard, had been matron of the Kona Orphanage. She is described as “strongly religious.” The other, her constant companion, was a Miss Calvin. Miss Beard had some money, and that, to Kona people said, attracted Miss Calvin and Dennis Gavin to her.

Dennis announced a new gospel, which he had every right to do, for he was (he told his followers) Jesus Christ returned to earth.

To prove it, he burned the more superstitions the marks of the spear in his side and the nails in his feet. Skeptics said the marks were made with acid.

Details of the new gospel are entirely lacking. Somewhere in it there must have been a return to earth of the Garden of Eden, for Miss Calvin announced that she was the woman and wanted to go about dressed like Eve before the fall. Miss Beard was willing to follow suit but in a modified form.

Vigilante Committee of Upper Crust Men

The sight of two middle-aged Eves among the coffee trees would have aroused considerable uneasiness in pigtailed Annas. Women probably did accuse them ( quoting the Advertiser ) that “Dennis had a comparatively large following of members”—Hawaiians and Portuguese—who imagined that they were the chosen few and would under the leadership of their new messiah, put the world to rights.

Old-timers must have recalled an episode half a century before when Hawaiian regicides, charging another prophet in Kona, rioted and killed a deputy sheriff.

Matters came to a head one Sunday in July. A vigilante committee was formed. Who were in it, the news story does not say, but it is easy to see that the “conservativest” men composing it were drawn from the white and half-white upper crust who were used to having things their own way in Kona.

Tarred, Feathered and Gagged

They found “Jesus Christ” in the Abe hotel in Holualoa. “His room was entered by the committee and he was promptly gagged. A coat of tar and feathers was then applied and a ramrod with rags on the end was thrust on his back.”

It is interesting to see how nonchalantly the committee broke into the japanned room, and how the coree keeper took their intrusion as a matter of course. Such was Kona, Hawaii, in 1906.

After the committee left, Dennis “was rescued from his coat of tar and feathers by the proprietor of the hotel and some other Japanese by means of several galleons of coal oil and much agony.”

He, Miss Calvin and Miss Beard were put aboard the SS Mauka (more on page 6).